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Boho Books is proud to announce the release of
L. Lee Shaw’s young adult novel, Aging Out.

About the Book…
Myron is a member of the town’s notorious criminal family. Soosie tried to kill her sister. Adam was thrown away
by his family. The only thing they have in common is they are all wards of the state currently housed in a group
home, and they are all seventeen. When they no longer qualify for the state’s protection at eighteen, they will be
dumped out of the system, regardless of where they might end up. To provide a small handhold when they are on
their own; the trio is assigned to work at a geriatric care center.
Grappling with trying to figure out their swiftly approaching futures, the teens are met with a group whose life is
nearly all past but who still carry a fierce determination to have a say in whatever days they have remaining. When
the care center is threatened with closing, the elders reach back into their own formative years for the means to fight
back. Drawn in, the teens find they are stretched in ways that opens them to unexpected possibilities. Aging Out is a
book to be shared between young adults, the older generation, and those who share life and work with both.

About the Author...
L. Lee Shaw is the owner of the independent publishing house, Boho Books. Through Boho, she has published two
novels, Blood Will Tell… and Monster Child, and co-edited Analekta, an anthology of writing. Future releases
include, Love Imperfect, and a children’s chapter book, Flunking Magic.
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